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Abstract: This paper presents two modelling techniques which help to increase the
realism of the computer generated images of terrain and vegetation. The issues of
realism, as related to modelling of natural objects in the landscape, are concerned with
the texture of natural terrain and the richness of vegetation growth patterns.

The methods for modelling ground surfaces are basically divided into
deterministic (i.e. polynomial) and stochastic methods. As opposed to polynomial
methods, which provide for modelling of relatively smooth terrain surfaces, the
stochastic methods, based on different classes of stochastic primitives, allow for the
modelling of irregular (rough) terrain surfaces. This paper is particularly concerned
with one such class of modelling primitives based on Iterated Function Systems (IFS).

The paper also lays out the background theory and rule specification, together
with software means, for the modelling of various vegetation growth patterns.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Industrialization of the countryside is causing significant changes to the visual
quality of our landscapes. Recently some political will, in the form of and EC Council
Directive, requires professionals such as planners, architects and engineers to make
explicit the visual impact that their developments will have on the countryside. A
number of computer based tools have been developed which provide assistance in

visual impact analysis.

The system for Computer Aided Visual Impact Analysis (CAVIA) is devoted to the
modelling of landform, vegetation and man-made objects such as buildings,
transmission towers, bridges, dams, and similar structures. Man-made objects are all
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comparatively straight forward to model on a computer, even when the geometry is
complex. When the model of a particular geometry has been created it can be viewed
from any position and it can become part of a database which extends over a large

area.

A computer model of landform can be created by digitising the contours from
Ordnance Survey maps. From the digital terrain model (DTM) data it is possible to
generate perspective views of the terrain and to analyse distant and intermediate
horizons, and to generate maps which indicate the degree of visibility in the landscape
of an object within it. ew fractal techniques have been tried and tested, facilitating
t he addition of small scale textu r ing to the terrain model.

The geometry of vegetation is more complex. Mathematical models of the formal
character ist ics of a particular species of vegetation have been developed and it is
already possible, in the CAVIA system, to simu late the growth pattern and seasonal
variation of individual t rees and of complete forest plantations.

2. REALISTIC TERRAIN MODELLING
USING ITERATED FUNCTION SYSTEMS (IFS)

In standard visual simu lations it is required to mix computer models of man
made objects with com puter models of terrain and vegetation. When modelling a
landform the fir st step is to inpu t the terrain data into the modelling system.
Generally, this involves placing and Ordnance Survey map on a digitising table,
establishing the or igin point and defining a small number of technical details. The
operator then traces the contou r lines with the 'mouse' unit; this sa mples the contours
and reproduces them on an adjacent display screen. If an aer ial su rvey of the terrain
already exi t s or if data is available from LANDSAT satellite su rvey, the map digitising
stage is not required, as the necessary da ta can be inpu t directly. It is possible to
combine ter rain da ta from various sources into the final terrain model , although care
is necessary in establishing consis tent con t rol points between the various survey. The
raw contour data is then interpolated into a 'grid' format .

In order to achieve realism in the graphical representation of a terrain, different
methods can be us d depending on the sha p and the complexity of the terrain surface.
For terrains with pronou nced ir regu lar ities, realism in graphical representation can be
achieved by using new methods of fractal interpolation. Fractals are a mathematical
concept wh ich has significant potential for realistic modelling of natural terrain
su r faces. Fractals have the desirable character ist ic that only a little information is
needed for thei r sp cificatio n and a small increase in the pecification increases the
visual complexity sign ificant ly. Natural terrain exhibits the property that as one vi ws
its su r fac a t great er magn ification more and more st ructu re is revealed. Fractal sets
exhibit exact ly this property ; they manife t a high degree of visual complexi ty since
there is no lim it to their st ructu re.

In this research a fracta l based method of Iterated Function ystems (IF
used in orde r to achieve realism in fine sur face te rtu ring. In effect, the IF

) wa
ba d
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fractal interpolation is extended from planar definit ion 12] to 3D, allowing one to
generate apparently different su rface textures and to control their roughness by minor
variations of input parameters.

2.1. FRACTAL INTERPOLATION F UNCTIONS IN 3D

IFS are determined by a set of linear map w
n

(affine transformations of d
dimensional space into itself) and an associated set of probabilities Pi' For a given s t
of co-planar points:

f(x) = Yj, i = 1,2, ... ,N; ( 1)

and in the interval I = 1xo, x n I, for which the function F (x j ) is given , a set of affin
maps wn can be derived from the following equations:

Ln:I -In,

where

In = [xn_l'xn J

is such that

L n(xO) = x n_1 ; L n(xN) =x n

and mapping Fn is such that

F n(xo,Yo) = Yn- l ; Fn (xN' YN) < v;

(2)

(3)
•

(4)

(5)

The above conditions can be sat isfied by the system of linear fractal interpolation
functions , derived from affine maps:

Ln (x) = xn- 1 + (Xn - Xn _ 1) (x - xO) / (xN -xO)

Fn(x,y) = bn x + anY + kn '

where constants bn and kn are selected so that they satisfy the condition (3):

Fn (xo'Yo) = Yn-"1 and Fn (xN'YN) = Yn'

and an E [ - 1, 1] is a parameter which controls dispersion of points around a smooth
curve defined by [ix ). From the above conditions we get:

bn = [Yn - Yn-l - an (YN - yo) ] / (xN - xo)

kn = Yn-l - an Yo - bn xO'

If a system of mapping functions is defined so that wn is following:

(Un (x,y) = [Ln (x ),Fn(x, y )] , (6)

then w
n

is a set of IFS maps for which it was proved [2J that it has one unique at tractor
G which in itself represents a continuous fractal function fix ).

The method used to generate a set of mapping functions wn in 2D was in this
research extended to 3D surface modelling using fractal interpolation functions.

A set of affine maps (4) in 2D is similar to set of maps in 3D space. The 3D set of
maps is given for the surface points Z = z(x n, y m), n = 1,2, ... ,N; In = 1, 2, ... M,
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(10)

(8)

(7)

and can be defined as following:

Ln(x l) = x n_l ; Ln(xN) = x n

Vm(YI) = Ym-l ; Vm(YM) = Ym;

The following are set of affme mappings associated with linear fractal
interpolation functions:

Ln(x) = x n- l + (x n - x n- l) (x - xl) / (xN - Xl)

Vm(y) = Ym-l + (ym - Ym-l ) (y - Yl ) / (YM - Yl)'

By analogy with 2D mapping function Fn , a mapping function in 3D is defined as:

F n m(x, y, z) = an m X + bn mY + an m Z + cn m (9)
, " "

so that the following conditions are satisfied:

Fn m(x l 'Y1'z(x l 'YI» =
•

a n m XI + b Tl mY 1 + az(xI 'YI ) + Cn m = Z(Xn_l'Ym_l )•• •

Fn m(XN , Y 1' Z(XN' YI » =
•

an mXN + bTl mY 1 + az(xN'YI) + Cn m = Z(Xn'Ym_l)
1 . I 1

Fn m(XN'YM'Z(XN'YM» =•
an mXN + bTl mYM + az(xN'YM) + Cn m = Z(Xn_1'Ym)

• • •
By solving a system of linear Equations (1 ) for each mapping (n = 1, 2, ... ,N;

m = 1,2, ... ,M), and for a given parameter a, we get the unknown mapping

parameters an m ' bn m ' en m :
• • •

•

•

YI 1

Yl 1

YM 1

The mapping parameters obtained from the system of Equations (1) are:
,

an ,m = D l / D

bn m = D 2 / D (11)
•

en m = D3 / D ,,

where matrices D I , D2, D3, D:

p YI 1

DI = Q YI 1

S YM 1

P 1

Q 1

S 1

YI P
YI Q

YM S

Xl

D2 = XN

XN

Xl

D3 = XN

XN

Xl

D - XN-
XN

and
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P = z(x lI- 1' Ym _l) - all,m Z(xl' YI)

Q = z(x n' Ym_l) - all m Z(xN'YI),

S = z(xn, Ym) - an,mZ(xN' YM) '

A set of 3D mapping functions w
lI

m (x, Y, z), n = I, 2, ... ,N; In = 1, 2, ... , M, formed,
by analogy with a set of maps (6), is defined as following:

wn,m(x , y, z) = [LlI (x ), Vlll (Y ), F n,m(x , y, z) I. (12)

According to IFS method a geometry of an attractor is defmed by the mapping
function (12), while the configuration (i.e. density) of the interpolated surface points is
controlled by a set of probabilities Rn m: Parameter a controls the dispersion of the,
interpolated points, and in effect defines surface roughness.

2.2. IFS ALGORITHM FOR FRACTAL SURFACE INTERPOLATION

Terrain surface points are interpola ted using a set of maps w
lI

ni (12), which are,
essentially derived from the IFS method. T he algorithm for fractal interpolation is
shown in Figure 1.

Input Parameters :

N - number of columns in DTM (i. e. No. of points along x-axis)
M - number of rows in DTM (i.e. No. of points along y-axis)
NK - number of iterations (total No. of interpolated surface
points)
INK - input DTM grid size
Input parameter a
Input DTM grid heights (zz which correspond to given x,y)
Define a field of the probabilities R
Specify a starting point (x M ,y M ,z M) for iterations ; (NB. the
default is the origin of the DTM).

Iterative Procedure (1 INK)

Select a set of maps wn m,

Implement the selected set of maps

Output a surface point for a given iteration

j

Figure 1. An algorithm for 3D fractal interpolation based on IFS
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From the Figure 1
follows that each NK
iteration interpolates one
surface point (x , y, z). These
interpolated points can
either be plotted directly (see
Figure 2) or connected into a
surface grid (see
Figures 3, 4 and 5). An
example of a segment of
realistic terrain data is given
showing fractal interpolation
based on the IFS' s which
was used to generate
different sur face textu res.

T he method of fractal
interpolation based on
Itera ted Function Systems
(lFS) was used to produce
realis tic looking terrain
textures. One parameter
input (i.e. parameter a )

allows for apparent
variations in sur face textures.
The distribu tion and density
of the interpolated sur face
points are controlled by a set
of probabilities R . A number
of iterations is related to the
accuracy and 'fineness' of the
surface texture. Once the
basic geometry of the fractal
surface is modelled, it can be
rendered in the same manner
as any other fractal sur face .

The software prototype
developed in this phase of
research provides a basic
too ls for dynamic landscape
simulat ion. Accurately
simula t ing a changing
landscape as one moves
through it in rea l time, has
major implications in
landscape planning and

.,

~F,
I

i I I I ,
i I

, I I• , i

~.OO 5 .00 4 .00 2 .00 0 .00

Figure 2. IFS based fractal su r face interpola t ion with all the
surface points plotted bu t not con nected into grid

Figure 3. IFS based fractal surface interpolation for a = O. l
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management and it has been used as useful technique for the visual analysis of man
made objects in rural landscapes.

Figure 4. IFS based fractal su r face interpolation for a =O.5

•

Figure 5. IFS based fractal su rface interpolation for a =O.9

._ - - - ""'""-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•
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3. COMPUTER MODELLING OF VEGETATION

3.1. INT RODUCTION TO MODELLING OF

V EGETATION GROWTH PATTERNS

Visual impact studies in sensitive rural landscape indicated that in addition to
modelling of man-made objects and natural terrain is also frequently required to
model vegetation. The visual impact of intrusive developments can in some cases be
significantly changed (fo r the bet ter) by the presence of trees and other forms of
vegetation on a site. One of the object ives of the research was to model the growth
pat tern and seasonal variation of vegetation as part of an integrated CAVIA system.

An adopted mathematical model is one that is faithful to the botanical nature of
trees [1) and focuses on the branching patterns of the trees with em phasis on
morphology. The geometr ic formalization of the vegetation growth pat terns is derived
from the plant developmental rules specified in discrete grammatical form. The
important fea tures of the plant models faithful to their botanical nature are:

a) integration of the botanical knowledge of the tree-architecture: how they
grow, how they occupy space, etc.

b) integration of physical parameters such as gravity , wind, planta tion density,
etc.

c) integration of t ime which enables viewing the ageing of a tree. It includes the
possibility to get different pictu res of the same tree a t different ages, and
simula te seasonal variation.

Although trees, as one class of natu ral objects, have apparent irregularities and
fuzziness of structure, there a re inherent regularities in their growth pat terns which
can be formalized into a number of rules. This geomet r ic formalisation can be derived
from the plant developmental rules specified in discrete grammatical form.

The branching patterns of higher plants can be defined by the following geometr ic
models:

1. a model where each mother branch divides in two new branches (see
Figure 6);

•

branch divides in three new branches at the2. a model where each mother
growth point (see Figu re 7);

3. a stochast ic model which combines the two previous branch ing patterns; each
mother branch divides in two or three child branches in respect to some
random distribution.
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Figure 9. Monopodial branching

Figure 7. Mother branch divides in three child
branches

J .PetriC I Computer modell ing of landscapes
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Figure 8. Dichotomous branching

Ia) one in which mother branch divides in two new branches and each child
branch takes a different direction from the mother branch (or in other words,
each child branch makes an angle with the mother branch); in this case, the
central axis of the tree is not clearly pronounced. This is called dichotomous
branching (Figure 8),

1b) a branching pattern in which each mother branch divides in two new
branches, and one child branch follows the direction of the mother branch,
while the other child branch forms a certain angle with the mother branch;
this is the case when the main tree axis is clearly defmed. This is called
monopodial branching (Figu re 9).

•

Figure 6. Mother branch divides in
two child branches

The first geometric model can be subdivided further in two categor ies of
branching patterns:
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Mathematical modelling of different tree types is based on the following set of
parameters:

1. growth level (i.e. the number of branching levels) of a tree

2. height of a tree

3. diameter of a tree

4. spat ial distribution of child branches in relation to mother branch

5. the angles between child branches and mother branch

6. the length ratio of mother-branch to child-branch

7. divergence angle (which defines the arrangement of branches around the
main axis)

8. position-deviations of child branches due to some attractors, such as sunlight
or wind (see Figures 10 and 11).

•

Figure 10. Deviation of child branches due to
wind as an attractor

Figure 11. Position deviation of child
branches due to an attractor

Each of these parameters can be defined either by using some deterministic data
(based on the measurements of the biological growth), or each parameter can be

•

defined as random variable. In any case, when using the tree- generating software,
there are some twenty parameters which have to be user- specified. A number of
parameters which define shape and different sizes of leaves are included in the list of
parameters required for t ree modelling. Some additional parameters can be specified
which would define different leaves' - shapes and vary their positions in rela tion to the
branches of a tree.

A software prototype has been developed which can model differen t tree-growth
patterns. One of the most distinctive features of this approach to realist ic tree
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modelling is the data base amplification, This term refers to the generation of complex
looking trees from very concise description based on a small number of parameters.

Initially the software provided a simple linear definition of different tree types
with their characteristic branching patterns. It also provides a means to model the
effects of climate (i.e. sunlight, wind) on trees, as their branches deviate from the
original direction due to attractors or inhibitors. The stage two geometric model allows
for branch thickness to be specified, via specification of the radius of a trunk and
reduction ratio for each branching level. This additional processing of a tree geometry
enhances the realism of the final image.

3.2. MATHEMATICAL BASIS FOR GEOMETRIC MODELLING OF' A TREE

• A tree branching pattern is defined geometrically as a set of linear segments (in
3D space) which represent branches of a tree. The first mother branch, or the tree
trunk, is defined by vertices Pa (root) and Pb (t ip of a mother branch) - see Figure 12.
The coordinates of these vertices are defmed in the static orthogonal coordinate
system X,Y, Z (Figure 12), where the starting point and the tip of the branch are
represented as: Pa(xa,ya, za) and Pb(xb'Yb' zb )' The coordinate system X,Y, Z is defined
in such a way that axis Oz is parallel with a line segment PaPb which represents a tree
trunk (Figure 12); the axes Ox and Oy form the left-hand coordinate system.

•

, P4 /

~
\ /

/\ ,-
\ /
\ /

P3

-

y-

Figure 12. The first mother branch

The branching on the first level of a tree growth is defined by the length of child
branches (P P and P P ) and by the angles ( /PI /P2 ) between child branches and the

bIb 2 . ' P dP
mother branch. These parameters determine the coordinates of the vertices I an 2'
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Figure 13. Dynamic orthogonal coordinate system
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On any subsequent growth level (Pa, P4 , Ps,P6 ) the branching of a tree is defined in
the same manner as on the first branching level. A branching pattern of a tree is
defined as an iterative procedure, where the tip of a branch from the lower branching
level (Pb ) is a starting point for the next higher branching level. The vertex P l' for
example, which appears in the second branching level corresponds to the vertex Pb
from the first branching level (PI=> Pb); and in the same way the vertex Pb
corresponds to the vertex Pa (Pb=> Pa)'

The vertices Pa and P4 - on the second branching level correspond to the vertices
PI and P2 on the first level of branching (Pa =>PI, P4 =>P2 ) . On each branching level it
is necessary to determine the location of vertices P I and P2 which represent the tips of
child branches in relation to the mother branch PaPb. The iterative procedure is
repeated n number of times, depending on the desired number of branching levels (i.e.
the age of a tree).

The position of vertices PI and P2 in relation to vertex Pb is defined in a dynamic
orthogonal coordinate system x', y', z' (see Figure 13); this coordinate system is related
to each mother branch. The dynamc orthogonal coordinate system connected to the
mother branch is defined so that axis Pb z' is in the direction of a mother branch, and
axis Pby' is parallel to the plane Ox' Oy- The axis Pbx' forms the lefthand orthogonal
coordinate system with axes Pbz' and Pby'.

Angles q;'1 (FI( l) and q;'2 (FI (2» are the angles between mother branch P
b

z' and
child branches PbPI and PbP2' The angles q;'1 and q;'2 can be defined in two different
ways:

1) the angles q;'1 and q;'2 (in degrees) can be specified as constant values of the
parameters (FI );



b = <PI - anI'

If the changes in angles correspond to the quadratic function (see Figure 14 
curves 2 and 2a) , and if the set of values (n i, /Pi)' representing the change in angles, is
specified in accordance with the biological rules of tree growth, then a least- squares-
method can be used to determine coefficients (a, b, c) of the quadratic function. From
the following quadratic function the values of /P can be determined:

/P = a nZ + b n + c (14)

In a similar manner an exponential function can be used (see Figure 14 - cu rve 3)
if the angles /P decrease rapidly at the beginning of the branching process and then
continue to decrease slowly until the maximum growth level is reached. The process
can be defined by the following exponential function:

<pen ) = A e-B n (15)

A = <p(O)

B = - 1 1ge(/P(nz » ,
nz A

and the two vertices are defmed as ln l' /PI ) and (n z' /pz):

n I = 0, /PI = tpC O)

91

and
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where

2) the angles /PI and /Pz can be variables whose value depends on the height of a
tree and the level on which the part icular branching occurs. The following
instances of branching angles are possible:

a) The angles decrease gradually until t hey reach the middle level, then they
decrease sharply.

b) The angles decrease sharply until they reach the middle level, then they
decrease gradually.

c) The angles decrease gradually until they reach the middle level where
they decrease sharply for a time, then they decrease gradually again.

d) The angles increase gradually until they reach the middle, then they
decrease.

The second method, in which the angles /PI and /Pz are defmed as variables, gives a
more natural representation of a tree form. The method is der ived from biological
rules which apply to the majority of tree species. The changes in the branching angles
related to the growth level (n) are defined by corresponding mathematical equations.
For example, the constant increase or decrease of angles can be defmed by linear
equations with coefficients which cor respond to different tree types. If we, for example,
want to determine the angles on two subsequent growth levels (n!' /PI) and (nz' /pz) and
if we attribute a linear decrease (or increase) to angles, then the value of /P on any
branching level can be calculated form the following equations:

<P = an + b, (13)

,
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2

1

1 2 3 4 s 6 7
n

Figure 14. Changes in angles

In both methods (1 - when angles are constants and 2 - when angles are
variables) it is possible to introduce a stochastic component. This stochastic
component, which defines the change of angles, is introduced by specifying a mean
square root derivation factor (SF) . The factor SF is given as one of the input
parameters in the tree generation program.

The coordinates of vertices PI and P2 in the coordinate system x',y', z' can be
determined from the following mathematical equations:

-. ~

PI (Xl ', YI " ZI ' ) : (P I Pb sin /PI cos 0,~ Pb sin /PI sin 0, PI Pb cos /PI ) (16)

~ ~

P2(X2' ,Y2' ,Z2') : (P2 Pb sin /P2 cos(o + y), P2 Pb sin /P2 sin(o + y), P2 Pb cos /P2 )'
.. ,, \ ""~ . .

X2 I Y2 I Z2 I

The angle 0 (DEL) defmes the position of the plane P IPbz' of the first child branch
(P IPb) in the coordinate system x',y' , z'. The angle (0 + y) defines the position of plane
P~bZ' in which the second child branch lies. The angles 0 and y determine the rotation
of the child branches along the mother branch as an axis (see Figure 15). The vertices
PI ' and P2' are projections of vertices PI and P2 into the plane x ', y' .

This method solves the problem of spatial distribution of the child branches,
avoiding the distribution where all branches are in the same plane.

The coordinates (Xi' Yi' z) of the vertices PI and P2' in the static (fixed) coordinate
system x, Y, z can be determined from the transformations (t ransla t ions and rotations)
of the coordinates (x;',Y;', z;') - as given in the coordinate system x ' ,y', z':

\

•
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y'

Xl

Figure 15. Rotation of the child branches

•

Xi = Tn x/ + T 12y/ + T 13z/ + xb

Yi = T 2 1 x/ + T 22y/ + T 23z/ + Yb

zi = T 3 1 x/ + T 32y/ + T33z/ + zb'

(17)

where

Xb' Yb' zb are the coordinates of the vertex Pb in a coordinate system X, Y, z ; the
cosines of angles between the corresponding axes of the coordinate systems

x'(T11' T21' T31)

y'(T
I 2

, T
22

, T
32

) (18)

z'(T13' T 23' T 33)

are given by the following expressions:

T 11 = -sinP cosec

T 2 1 = -sinp since

T 3 1 = cosf

T 12 = sine

T 22 = -cosc

T 32 = 0

T 13 = cosf coso;

T 23 = cosf cosc

T 33 = sinP .

•

•
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~

The location of a mother branch Pa Pb and the location of the coordinate system

x',y', z' in relation to the coordinate system x ,y, z is shown in Figure 16; the vector
- )

P a' P b' represents the translated vector Pa Pb , and the coordinate system x',y', z' is

translated into the origin of the coordinate system x , y , z.

z

y

I
I
I
I,

x

------

y'

•

-y

Figure 16. Translated locat ion of a mother branch

(19)

The angles a and fJ are determined on the basis of the given coordinates of
vertices Pa and Pb' which represent the root and the tip of a mother branch; the
coordinates of these two vertices are P a(xa,Ya' za) and P b(xb,Yb' zb)' From this we get :

sinfJ = (zb - za) / T

where

T = J(xb - xa )2 + (Yb - Ya )2 + (zb - za)2 ,

cosa = (xb - x) / S ,

where
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-

sina = (Yb-Ya) /S

cosp = S / T.

The position of the trunk is specified in the coordinate system x ,Y , z:

P1\(0, 0, 0)

PB(O, 0, zb).

This is a special case for which the angles cc and fJ are denned as:

a = p = 90°;

From this and the expression (6) it is possible to derive the cosine directions:

x'(O , - 1, 0)

y' (1, 0, 0)

z'(O, 0, 1)

When a child branch has the same direction as the mother branch (i.e. the main
axis of a tree), then the vertices PB and P1\ are defined by the following coordinates:

PB(xb, Yb' zb )

PA(xb'Yb' za )'

and from the Equations (19) it is not possible to calcula te cosines of the directions T i J ,

because S is equivalent to zero; this has to be considered as a special case, where
cosine directions are given by the following equations:

cosa = xb

~Xb2
+ Yb

2

sin a = Yb

~Xb 2
+ Yb

2

p = 90°

cosp = °
sinP = 1,

from this we derive

x ' (- Xb _ Yb 0)

~Xb2 + Yb
2

' ~Xb
2 +Yb

2
'

y'( Xb _ Yb 0)

~Xb
2 + Yb

2
' ~Xb

2 +Yb
2

'

z'(O, 0, 1) .

~

A length of a child branch PI (PI Pb) can be determined in two ways:

1) a contraction ratio R ; is given as a constant; R, represents the contraction
ratio of child-branch length (Pi ) to its mother-branch length (Pop )

P
_ P R .

i - op I,

•



(22)

c

L

b

h

H

Figure 17. Ri depends on the type of a tree

a

where R, is constant;

2) a contraction ratio R, is determined from the biological characteristics of
different tree species; in this case R, depends on the height of a tree (Ho), the
length (h) from the first branching point to the top of the tree, and the
diameter of a tree (L) or, in other words, the length from the first branching
noint to the furthest tip of lateral child branches; the value of R) depends on
the type of a tree (Figure 17).
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n n
L =L Jj =~Ho + R)~HO + R/R2H o+ ... + R) ll - )~Ho =HoR2 1 - R)

j = ) l -R)

From the Equations (20) follows:

h _ R)
L - R

2
' (21)

When a branching process starts off one main axis (see Figure 17b), then the
rela t ions described can be approximated by the following equat ions:

H = H o + h

n R n
h =L~ = R)Ho + R)R) Ho+ R) 3Ho+ .. . + R)nH o= H OR) I- ) (20)

;= ) l -R)

and because 0 < R i - R 2 < 1, it is possible to approximate:

l -R )n = l,

and for big enough n , we get:

h =. H o R)
1 - R)
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3.3. MODELLING OF A TREE TAKING INTO A CCOUNT THE EFFECTS OF

CLIMATE AND GRAVITY

In order to model a realistic tree growth it is important to be able to simulate the
effects of gravity, wind, and sunlight on the external of a tree.

The two characteristic types of deviations, wlJich occur on child branches due to
external factors, are the following:

97

(23)

(24)
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If we substitute relation (9) in the relation (8), we get:

H =Ho +Ho R1 =Ho 1 ,
1- R1 1 - R1

From the relations (9) we get the following expression for R '2 :
L

~ = -Rl
h

and

In this case when the mother branch divide into two child branche (se
Figure 17a), the ratio R 1 is determined from the Equation (23) , and R '2 is eith r
equivalent to R 1 or it is reduced by a certain factor (RK O).

In the case when the mother branch divides into th ree child branches (see
Figure 17c), the growth direction of the middle child-branch is the same as the
direction of its mother branch, and the ratio R3 is calcu lated fro m the Equation (23):

R = 1- H o
3 H '

and R 1 and R 2 are calculated from the Equation (24):

R1 = ~ = ~ ~ .

3) A contraction ratio of the child branch to its mother branch can be defined as
a stochastic parameter, so that R ; is computed as a random value equally
spread within the interval 10, 11.

The following examples (Figures 18 and 19) shows tree growth pattern
with branching angles FI specified as constants, and with the constant
contraction ratios RI of the child branches to the mother branch. Figure 18
shows a monopodial branching pattern (specified by the parameter LVT = 1)
where the mother branch divides into two child branches, and one child branch
follows the direction of the mother branch. Figure 19 shows the case where the
mother branch divides into three child branches, and for all three child
branches the branching angles and contraction ratios are specified as constants.
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•

Figure 18. Monopodial branching pattern; FI =const, R I =const,
Fl(l )=O, Fl(2 )=45, Rl(l )=0.9, Rl(2 )=0.8

•

Figure 19. Mother branch divides into three child branches; Fl, Rl= const,
Fl(l )= 60. Fl(2)= 60, Fl(3 )=0. RI(l )=0.6, Rl(2 )=0.6. Rl(3 )=0.9
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1. Uniform deviations which affect equally every branch of a t ree. The deviation
is de~med by three factors (Dx' Dy ' Dz) which are simply added to the set of
coordinates (x j' Yj' z) defining the tips (P) of child branches.

2. Non-uniform deviations which are deviations of child branches towards some
selected point controllers (eg, the effect of a st rong wind, etc.). The direction
of a child-branch vector PbPl is corrected in accordance with point
controllers (at t ractors and/or inhibitors). Each point controller can be defined
by its three coordinates A I(Q (i), Q (i), Q (i) I in the coordinate system x Y zx y z ' ,
(see Figure 20).

z

A

y

Figure 20.

-
The location of the vertex P 1 on the growth level j, in the case when there is no

apparent devia tion of child branches, is defined by the fo llowing coordinates:

P1(x(j), y(j), z(j».

~

When deviations are non- unifor m, the vector OPl (Figure 20) changes its

direction in respect to point controller A, in such a way that it takes the direction of

difference of two vectors :

OPd = OA- OPl ,

and the intensity of a new vector is controlled by a factor (FA C(i» ; this facto r is
positive or nega t ive depending on the type of point controller (the controller can be
either an attractor or inhibitor). If FAC(i ) > 0, the point controller is an attractor, and
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(25)

-t

if FAC(i) < 0, the point controller is an inhibitor. The vector OPl d is defined by its

components:

-t
OPl d ( FAC(l)· (Qx(i) - x(j» / txi: FAC(i)· (Qy(i) - y(j» / D(i), FAC(i)· (Qz(i) - z(j» / ou, )

where

-~

is the intensity of the vector representing the difference OA - OPl .

In the case when there are several (k) attractors (and/or inhibitors), then the sum
of influences of all point controllers gives a total deviation, including uniform
deviations. This can be expressed by the following equations:

k
X n (j) = x(j )+ o, + L FAC(i)· (Qx (i) - x(j» / D(i)

i=l

k

Yn (j) = y(j)+ Dy + LFAC(i). (Qy(i) - y(j» / D(i)
i=l

k

Z n (j) = z(j)+ D, + LFAC(i). (Qz(i) - z(j» / D(i)
i=!

By selecting different attractors and factors of attraction, it is possible to generate
a variety of trees influenced by certain climatic conditions. The most suitable
parameters for computer modelling of different tree species can be obtained from the
measurements of biological growth and by experimental comparison with photographs
of existing trees.

In the examples given in Figures 21 and 22 the trees were modelled taking into
account the effect of gravity (uniform - constant deviation specified by the parameter
Dz ) . The branching angles and the contraction ratios are given as constants.

In Figures 23 and 24 the examples are of non-uniform deviation, with one point
controller given. The coordinate of the point controller are specified the parameters
Qx(l ), QyCI), and Qz<I ). In Figure 23 the factor of attraction is FAC(l ) = 1, while in
Figure 24 the factor of attraction is FAC(1) = - 1.

,
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Figure 21. The effect of gravity is defined by the uniform deviation parameter D =-0.2.z

T he branching angles and the contraction ratios are given as constants: FI(I )=20,

FI(2 )=20, RI(I )=0 .9, RI(2 )=0.6

101

Figure 22. The dichotomous branching pattern with the uniform deviation parameter
D =-0.6.T he branching angles Fl and the contraction ratios RI are given as constants:

z
FI(I )=20, FI(2 )=50, RI(I )=0.9, RI(2 )=0.6
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•

Figure 23. The non-uniform deviation with one point controller: Q.r= 30, Qy = 0, Qz = 0, and the
factor of attraction FAC(1 )=1. The branching angles FI and the contraction ratios are
given as cons tants: FI(1)=0, FI(2 )=45, RI(1 )=0.9, RI(2 )=0.8

,

Figure 24. The non-uniform deviation with one point controller: Q = 30 Q = 0 Q = 0 and the
x 'y , z '

factor of a ttraction FAC(1)=-1. The branching angles FI and the contraction ratios are
given as constants: FI(1)=0, FI(2 )=45, RI(1 )=0.9, RI(2 )=0.8
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